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Background

Each year in the UK there are between two and nine deaths from anaphylaxis caused by bee and wasp venom. Anaphylactic reactions to bee and wasp venom are a medical emergency, necessitating immediate treatment with drugs, oxygen and fluids to decrease the patient’s response to the venom and support breathing and circulation.

In venom-sensitive individuals, allergic reactions to bee and wasp venom can occur rapidly following a sting, and vary in severity. Initially mild symptoms can progress to a life-threatening condition within minutes. The most severe systemic (or generalised) allergic reaction is referred to as anaphylaxis, which is characterised by features such as low blood pressure (with fainting or collapse), bronchospasm (asthma-like response) and laryngeal oedema (with constriction of the upper airway).

To avoid further reactions in people with a history of anaphylaxis to bee and wasp venom, the use of desensitisation, through a process known as venom immunotherapy (VIT), has been investigated and is in use in the UK. VIT consists of subcutaneous injections of increasing amounts of purified bee and/or wasp venom extract. Pharmalgen® products (ALK Abelló) have had UK marketing authorisation for VIT (as well as diagnosis) of allergy to bee venom (using Pharmalgen Bee Venom) and wasp venom (using Pharmalgen Wasp Venom) since March 1995. They are used by 44 centres in England and Wales.

Objectives

This review assessed the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of Pharmalgen in providing immunotherapy to individuals with a history of type 1 (immunoglobulin E-mediated) systemic allergic reaction to bee and wasp venom.

Methods

Three electronic databases were searched for comparative trials and economic evaluations of VIT using Pharmalgen (PhVIT) in the treatment of venom allergy. Outcomes for clinical effectiveness included systemic reactions, local reactions, mortality, anxiety related to the possibility of future allergic reactions, health-related quality of life (QoL) and adverse reactions (ARs) to treatment. Cost-effectiveness outcomes included cost per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained. Two reviewers independently screened all titles and/or abstracts including economic evaluations, applied inclusion criteria to relevant publications and quality assessed the included studies. Where multiple publications of the same study were identified, data were extracted and reported as a single study. The results of the data extraction and quality assessment are summarised in structured tables and as a narrative description. The manufacturer did not provide an evidence submission to the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence for this appraisal.
Results

Clinical review

A total of 1065 citations were identified, of which 266 full-text papers were obtained. No studies were identified that compared PhVIT with any comparator outlined in the decision problem [adrenaline auto-injector (AAI) prescription and training, high-dose antihistamines (HDA) or advice on the avoidance of bee and wasp stings]. The decision problem was widened to include different types of PhVIT (such as subcutaneous vs sublingual) or differing protocols of PhVIT administration. Four randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and five quasi-experimental studies were identified for inclusion in the systematic review.

The quality of the included trials was poor. All trials included in the review were small, with none including more than 65 participants (range 6–65), and all of the studies took place outside the UK. The authors did not describe the method of randomisation used, and there were imbalances in the rate of dropout between arms in all but one study. There was heterogeneity between studies in the outcomes reported, the timing of re-stings, the type and length of treatment and the proportion of people being re-stung. As such, it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis or mixed-treatment comparison with the available data.

Eight studies reported re-sting data and the rate of systemic reactions ranged from 0.0% to 36.4%. ARs to PhVIT were reported in eight studies. Systemic reactions were reported at rates of between 0.0% and 38.1% and none was fatal. Data were supported by non-comparative studies of PhVIT. Seventeen non-comparative studies of PhVIT reported rates of systemic reactions following re-sting, which ranged from 0.0% to 32.7%, with 12 studies reporting re-sting data before the completion of VIT. Post-VIT systemic reaction rates ranged from 2.0% to 12.5%.

Health-related QoL was not reported in any of the included studies; however, details from two RCTs that used a combination of PhVIT and non-PhVIT indicate that the QoL of people receiving VIT improved more than the QoL of those using an EpiPen® (Mylan Inc.) (test for overall effect: $z = 36.25, p < 0.00001$).

In general, clinical evidence suggests that there is a decrease in reactions to stings following PhVIT, but there is no direct evidence related to the comparators included in the scope for this project. PhVIT is associated with ARs, but these are treatable and transient. These ARs are also associated with non-PhVIT, and studies have indicated that they may to some extent be balanced by improvements in QoL.

Economic review

No published economic evidence relevant to the decision problem was identified through the systematic review of cost-effectiveness studies. The manufacturer of PhVIT did not submit any clinical effectiveness or cost-effectiveness evidence to NICE in support of PhVIT. The Assessment Group (AG) developed a de novo economic model designed specifically to compare the cost-effectiveness of PhVIT with currently available NHS treatments. A questionnaire was designed and sent out to the 44 allergy clinics in the UK that provide PhVIT to elicit data for use in the economic model. PhVIT + HDA + AAI were compared with (1) HDA + AAI and (2) avoidance advice only.
In the AG base case, the comparison of PhVIT + HDA + AAI versus AAI + HDA yields an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of £18,065,527 per QALY gained; PhVIT + HDA + AAI versus avoidance advice only yields an ICER of £7,627,835 per QALY gained. The sensitivity analyses and scenario analyses showed that the results of the base-case economic evaluation were robust for every plausible change in parameter made. Under the base-case assumptions, the incremental cost per QALY gained of PhVIT + AAI + HDA compared with an emergency kit of AAI + HDA is never less than £1M per QALY gained under any scenario or any plausible values for parameters within the model. The ICER falls below £1M only when PhVIT + AAI + HDA is compared with avoidance advice and when the most optimistic scenario for PhVIT + AAI + HDA is considered; this ICER still exceeds £700,000 per QALY gained.

The AG’s results for the ‘High Risk of Sting Patients’ subgroup analysis show that PhVIT + HDA + AAI dominates both AAI + HDA and avoidance advice only (i.e. is less expensive and more effective). The AG’s ‘VIT Anxiety QoL Improvement’ subgroup analysis shows that PhVIT + HDA + AAI versus HDA + AAI has an ICER of £23,868 per QALY gained, and PhVIT + HDA + AAI versus avoidance advice only yields an ICER of £25,661 per QALY gained.

Although the findings of the economic model are considered robust, there are some key weaknesses in the data used to inform the economic model. The AG has identified key gaps in the available clinical effectiveness literature and notes specifically that there is a paucity of clinical effectiveness data from RCTs of PhVIT versus any other comparator. The AG is also concerned that the number of stings in people who have had PhVIT in the UK and the number of bee and/or wasp stings in the general population is not known. The AG considers that the likelihood of death following sting for individuals who are allergic to bee and/or wasp venom and the size of the improvement in utility as a result of PhVIT because of a reduction in anxiety because of reduced risk of sting are uncertain.

Conclusions

The current use of PhVIT in clinical practice in the NHS appears to be based on limited and poor-quality clinical effectiveness research.

The AG did not identify any studies of PhVIT that directly addressed the original decision problem set for this appraisal, that is, a comparison of the use of PhVIT with the alternative treatment options of advice on the avoidance of bee and wasp venom, HDA and/or AAI.

This lack of evidence and the need to identify data to inform the development of an economic model prompted the AG to broaden the search criteria for the systematic review in order to compare PhVIT with other PhVIT and PhVIT with non-PhVIT, to consider data from non-comparative studies of PhVIT and to examine studies reporting the clinical effectiveness of non-PhVIT.

In general, research in the area is limited to small-scale studies that do not appear to have been carried out using robust methods, and none of the studies reported on the use of PhVIT within the UK. There is also heterogeneity in the published evidence related to the methods of PhVIT administration and length of treatment described in the trials. Therefore, conclusions regarding the clinical effectiveness of PhVIT to reduce the rate of future systemic reactions in patients with a history of bee and/or wasp allergic reaction cannot be drawn with any confidence. Available evidence indicates that sting reactions following the use of PhVIT are low and that the ARs related to treatment are minor and easily treatable.
Anxiety related to the possibility of future stings is an issue for debate and data from studies of VIT indicate a small improvement in QoL as a result of a decrease in sting-related anxiety after VIT.

No published research on the cost-effectiveness of PhVIT or non-PhVIT was identified by the literature searches. The results of the AG’s de novo base-case economic evaluation demonstrate that PhVIT + AAI + HDA compared with AAI + HDA and compared with avoidance advice only yields ICERs in the range of £8–20M per QALY gained. The results of extensive sensitivity and scenario analyses demonstrate that the base-case results are robust. Two subgroups were considered in the economic evaluation and the AG concludes that use of PhVIT + AAI + HDA may be cost-effective in both groups. In the subgroup of patients at high risk of future stings (five stings per year), PhVIT + AAI + HDA dominates the alternatives. In the subgroup of patients whose QoL improves from reduced anxiety as a result of PhVIT, when PhVIT + AAI + HDA is compared with the alternatives the ICERs are in the range of £25,767–27,504 per QALY gained.

**Future research**

Use of PhVIT in clinical practice in the UK NHS is commonplace; it is therefore highly unlikely that placebo-controlled studies will ever be carried out. The findings of this review indicate, however, that it is necessary to identify more clearly the groups of patients most likely to benefit from treatment and ensure that clinical practice is focused on these groups. Second, given the paucity of UK data in this area, it would be informative if data could be collected routinely when VIT is administered in the NHS (e.g. rates of systemic ARs to VIT, rates of systemic reactions to bee/wasp stings).
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